
CHAIN SEQUENCES AND ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS

BY

T. S. CHIHARA

1. Introduction. An important characterization of real orthogonal poly-

nomials is the classical three term recurrence formula,

Pn(x)   =   (X - Cn)Pn-l(x)   - KPn-i(x),

(1.1) P-1(x)=0, Po(x)   =   1,

c„ real,       X„+i > 0 (w = 1, 2, 3, • • • ).

More precisely, let {P„(x)} be a sequence of polynomials, P„(x) of degree

n (n = 0, 1, 2, • ■ • ), standardized by the condition that the leading coefficient

of Pn(x) is unity. Then a necessary and sufficient condition that the P„(x)

satisfy an orthogonality relation of the form

Pm(s)Pn(*)#(x) =0 (m^n)
-00

where \p is a distribution (bounded, nondecreasing) function with an infinite

spectrum (set of points of increase) is that (1.1) holds for some \cn\, {\„}

(for example, see [9, p. 41; 3]). The Pn(x) are the denominators of the wth

convergents of the "associated" continued fraction

(A   1\ vi \ Xl   I Xi! X'(1.3) K(z) =-.--,--¡-•••
\Z — Cy \Z — C2 I Z — Ci

and the above results also follow from the classical theory of continued frac-

tions (for example, see [10] and the remarks in [5]).

In view of this, it seems natural to attempt a study of the properties of

the polynomials, Pn(x), as determined by the coefficients, cn and Xn. One ap-

proach to such an investigation is of course through the study of the con-

vergence of the continued fraction (1.3). In this paper, however, we shall

avoid direct reference to the theory of continued fractions although we shall

make fairly extensive use of the results from the problem of moments. In-

stead, our investigation centers upon the "true" interval of orthogonality of

jP„(x)}. [By the "true" interval of orthogonality, we mean, following

Shohat (see [5; 6, p. 113]), the smallest interval which contains in its interior

all zeros of all P„(x).] In this connection, the "chain sequences" of Wall [lO]

arise naturally and play a fundamental role. Thus our study is largely

"arithmetical" in character.

Throughout this paper,  "orthogonal polynomials"  means polynomials
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orthogonal with respect to a distribution with an infinite spectrum.

2. Some preliminary relations. Given (1.1), assume that the "true" inter-

val of orthogonality of \P„(x)} is (a, b) C(0, °°). Then there exists a distribu-

tion, d\p(x), whose spectrum is a subset of [a, b] with respect to which the

Pn(x) are orthogonal. Let Qn(x) denote the unique «th degree polynomials

with leading coefficients unity which are orthogonal on (a, b) with respect to

the distribution, xdij/(x). Then there are real constants, dn and vn+x>0 (n = 1),

such that

Qn(x)   =   (X —  dn)Qn-i(x)   —   VnQn-2(x) (»  =   1, 2,   •   •   • ),

Q-i(x) = 0,        vi arbitrary.

Next define polynomials, Rn(x), by

R*n(x)   =   Pn(x2),

(2.2) (» = 0, 1, 2, • • •).
Rin+\(x) = xQ„(x2),

Then it is readily verified from the orthogonality properties of the P„(x) and

Qn(x) that the Rn(x) are orthogonal on ( — b112, b112) with respect to the dis-

tribution

d*(x) = (sgn x)d^(x2), -b1'2 g * á &1/2.

Thus there exist constants, 7„>0 (n^2), such that

Rn(x) = x£„_i(:r) - ynRn-2(x) (n — 1, 2, • • • ),

£_i(») = 0,        7i = 0 (for later convenience).

Conversely, given the Rn(x) satisfying (2.3), we obtain the Pn(x) and Qn(x)

satisfying (1.1) and (2.1), respectively, by means of (2.2). Moreover, we can

easily derive explicit relations among the coefficients in (1.1), (2.1), and (2.3)

as follows.

Write (2.3) with n replaced by 2n and use (2.2) to obtain

(2.4) Pn(x)  =  xQn^i(x)  - 72n£n-l(x) («=1, 2, •••).

Similarly, replace n by 2« + l in (2.3) and use (2.2) to obtain

(2.5) Q„(x) = Pn(x) - yin+iQ«-i(x) (n - 0, 1, • • • ).

Now eliminate Pn(x) from (2.5) by means of (2.4). Then use (2.5) with n

replaced by n— 1 to eliminate P„_x(x) and obtain

Qn(x)   =   (X  —  72„  —  yin+l)Qn-l(x)   —  y2n-l72nQn-2(x) (» =   1, 2,   •   •   • ).

In the same way, we also obtain

P„(X)   =   (X  —  72n-l  —  72n)Pn-l(x)   ~  72n-2"f2n-lPn-i(x) (w   =   1,  2,   •   •   • ).

Comparison of the last two relations with (1.1) and (2.1) yields
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(2.6) Cn   =   72n-l + 72n, Xn+1   =   72»72»+l (Ti   =   0),

(» = 1, 2, • • • ).

(2.7) ¿„   =   72n +  72n+l, I'n+l   =   72n+l72n+2

The relations (2.6) and (2.7) are identical with those connecting the

coefficients in a "corresponding" continued fraction of Stieltjes and the "asso-

ciated" continued fraction obtained by contraction (e.g., see [5, §2]). The

Qn(x) are the "kernel polynomials" associated with the P„(x) and (2.6) and

(2.7) have been given in this connection by Stiefel [7, §5] (without reference

to the Rn(x), however). Although this usage of the term, "kernel polynomials,"

is perhaps somewhat more restrictive than what is customary in the theory

of orthogonal polynomials (see [9, §3.1 ]), we will use it in this paper to mean

the polynomials which are orthogonal with respect to a distribution, xd\p(x),

where \p is a distribution function whose spectrum is an infinite subset of

[0,   =0).

From the above derivation, it is clear that a necessary and sufficient con-

dition for the polynomials defined by (1.1) to be orthogonal on a subset of

(0, co) is the existence of yn, 7i = 0, 7„>0 (w^2), satisfying (2.6). Similarly,

(2.7) is a necessary and sufficient condition for the polynomials defined by

(2.1) to be kernel polynomials.

Wall has studied sequences {an}, 0—an = l (re^l), for which there exist

numbers gH, 0^g„ = l, such that aH= (1— gn-\)gn (w=l, 2, • • • ). Wall calls

such sequences, "chain sequences," and the gk the "parameters" of the se-

quence. A chain sequence does not, in general, uniquely determine its param-

eter sequence(l) {gk}. Indeed, Wall proves that every chain sequence has

"minimal" and "maximal" parameter sequences, \m„} and {Mn\, such that

if \ hn} is any parameter sequence for {a»}, then mn^h„z% M„ (» = 0,1, • • • ),

m0 = 0.

In the remainder of this paper, chain sequences {a„\, in which 0<a„<l,

will play a fundamental role, and it will facilitate the work if we note here

some fundamental results due to Wall [10, §§19 and 20], modifying the re-

sults in a few instances to take advantage of the additional restriction, 0

<a„<l.

(Wl) If M„>0, then 0<mn<Mn (»H) and for every h0, 0<h0<M0,

there exists a corresponding parameter sequence, {h„\, such that mn<hn

<Mn.

(W2) A necessary and sufficient condition for a parameter sequence {gn}

to be a maximal parameter sequence is the divergence of the series

(*) Since it will always be clear when we mean a parameter sequence, no confusion should

arise from writing {an\ rather than {a,,}, for a chain sequence and {g„j rather than {gr.J0

for a parameter sequence.
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¿Í (1 - gl)(l -«»)••• (1 - g») '

(W3) If {£>„} is a chain sequence with a parameter sequence {hn}, and

if anúbn (m^I), then mnèhn^Mn (n^O).

(W4) If 0<c„^fl„ (w^l), then {c„} is a chain sequence.

(WS) If o„ = agl/4 (»£1), then M»= [l + (l-4a)1'2]/2 and lim,^ «,

= [l-(l-4ö)1'2]/2. Also, 0<w„<wn+i («èl).

If a> 1/4, then {a} is not a chain sequence.

Turning now to the relations (2.6), we note that if the yn exist, then

0<72n+i<c„+i so there exist numbers gn, go = 0, 0<gn<l (w>0), such that

72n-l = gn-lCn    (»>0).    ThuS    72n = (1 ~ g„-l)c„    and    \n+l/(CnCn+i) = (I — gn-i)gn

(n 2: 1). Thus {X„+i/(c„cn+i)} is a chain sequence with minimal parameters, g„.

Similarly, if (2.7) holds, then there exist hn, 0<â„<1 (ra^O), such that

72n = Ä„_ian, 72n+i= (1 — hn-i)dn and hence {vn+i/(dndn+x)} is a chain sequence

with parameters hn which are not minimal since ho^O.

Conversely, given (1.1) with c„>0 and such that {X„+i/(c„cn+i)} is a

chain sequence, then X„+i/(cnc„+i) = (l— kn-X)kn (w^l) where, since Xn+i>0,

0^&0<1 and 0<£„<1 (w>0). Then defining r2„_i = &n-icn and r2n

= (1 — kn-i)cn, we have

Cn =   r2n-l +  T2b, An+1 =   I^n^n+l (» =   1, 2,  •  •  • ).

Thus if &o = 0, then we have (2.6) with 7„ = r„, while if k<¡>Q, we have equa-

tions of the form (2.7) with 7n+i = r„. In the latter case, we can use equations

of the form (2.6) to construct a set of orthogonal polynomials whose kernel

polynomials are the Pn(x) satisfying (1.1). Thus we have

Theorem 1. Let \Pn(x)} be defined by (1.1). A necessary and sufficient

condition for the Pn(x) to be orthogonal polynomials whose true interval of orthog-

onality is a subset of (0, a>) is that cn>0 and {Xn+i/(c„cn+i)} is a chain sequence.

In order that they be kernel polynomials, it is necessary and sufficient that c„>0

and {X„+i/(c„cn+i)} is a chain sequence which does not determine its parameters

uniquely.

3. Further study of the kernel polynomials. The preceding suggests fur-

ther study of the case where the chain sequence does not determine its param-

eters uniquely.

We first note that a recurrence formula of the form (1.1) determines a

sequence of moments, u„, up to the values of the ratios, pn/ßo, and with an

arbitrary choice of po>0, the corresponding Hamburger moment problem

has a solution, yp (see Favard's proof [3]). The Pn(x) are then orthogonal with

respect to d\¡/(x) (and we will then speak of ^ as a distribution function asso-

ciated with {P„(x)}). It will be convenient to assume henceforth that all

distribution functions are normalized; that is, for any distribution function

6 whose spectrum is a subset of [a, J],
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6(x)

0 x ^ a,

[9(x + 0) + ß(x - 0)]/2 a < x < b,

6(b) b = x

(with appropriate interpretations if a or b is infinite).

Since the moment problems are essentially equivalent, we will speak of

"the" moment problem associated with (1.1). In case the moment problem

is determined, \p is uniquely determined up to an arbitrary positive factor

and we will then speak of "the" distribution function associated with {P„(x)}.

Now consider {(?n(x)} defined by (2.1) and assume that d„>0 and

\vn+y/(dndn+y)} is a chain sequence which does not determine its parameters

uniquely. Let M={Mn} denote its maximal parameter sequence, and for

each ho, 0<ft0 = Mo, let h={h„] denote the corresponding parameter se-

quence. Now define

(3.1) 7i = 0,    72» = hn-ydn,   72«+i = (1 - Ä„_i)dn (n = 1, 2, • • • ),
.. h h h h h     h .

(3.2) Cn  =  72n-l + 72»,      Xn+1   =  72n72n+l (»  =   1,  2,   •   •   • ).

Let P*(x) denote the polynomials satisfying (1.1) with c„ = e¡¡, An+i = X£+1.

Then since the dn and vn clearly satisfy (2.7) with 7n = 7*, it follows that

{Qn(x)} is the unique kernel set corresponding to (P¡¡(x)} for every ft. With

the present notation, we now prove

Theorem 2. The polynomials P„(x) are orthogonal on an interval (a, b)

C(0, «0 with respect to a distribution, d\pM(x), where \pM is the solution of a

determined Hamburger moment problem and is continuous at the origin.

For h^M, the P„(x) are orthogonal on (0, b) and a corresponding (nor-

malized) distribution function, \ph, is furnished by

(3.3) >ph(x) = ypM(x) + ypM(b)(Mü - ho)/ho, x> 0.

The moment problem corresponding to \ph is a determined Stieltjes moment prob-

lem if and only if xd\pM(x) defines a solution of a determined Stieltjes moment

problem.

Proof. With an obvious definition of P¡¡(x), we have by (2.2) and (2.3),

—^ •„•. —^   /^\ i      -vnAA h

Pn(0)   =   Rîn(0)   =   (-1)   7274  •   •   • 72n,
h   h h

I      »...J r   h   h h     !-li       h,   .   12 7274   '   '   - 72n

| Pn(0) |   - [X2X3 ■ • • Xn+1]     | P„(0) I    =

[Ao)]-1 -E|/¿(o)|2=i+ t

7*7* • • • 7*n+l
3     o I

hohi * ■ • An_i

(1   -  A«)   ■   ■   •  (1   -   *_!>

hohy • • • h„

n-0 n-0   (1  - fto)   '  •   • (1  - hn)
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Now if ph(0) = 0, then |P¡¡(x)} corresponds to a determined Hamburger

moment problem and, moreover, the solution to the moment problem is con-

tinuous at 0 [6, Theorem 2.9, Corollary 2.6]. Hence by (W2), the first asser-

tion of the theorem follows.

Now let \ph he a distribution function associated with {P„(x)} with a

spectrum which is a subset of [0, °o). Then we can assume without loss of

generality that

it
Ml = Mi     where    p.n =   I     x dip (x).

J o

Since \Qn(x)} is the unique kernel set associated with {Pj¡(x)}, then xd\//h(x)

furnishes a distribution for {(?„(x)}. Choosing pi1]=pf, we uniquely deter-

mine the moments p^ associated with \Qn(x)} and we have

Mn    =  I    *"   # (x) = fin+i (n = 0, 1, 2, • • • ).
J o

It follows that if \p^n } defines a determined Stieltjes moment problem, then

/> X p X

t#"(0 =  I    td*M(t) (x è 0),

whence for x ^ 0,

xcoh(x) =   I    wh(t)dt,        wh(x) = 4/h(x) - \pM(x).
J o

Since 03h is of bounded variation, it is continuous, hence absolutely continuous

on every interval [e, 5], 0<e<5, and therefore D¿toh(x) exists and vanishes

for x>0. Thus

fh(x) = >PM(x) +Jh (x> 0)

where J* = ^*(00)-\rVA/(00)=í*S-J»«5í. But

Ä Ä .   . ^ h   h
Px(x)dip (x) = Ml — CiMo,

0

and p\=p^, so that i4=1^/^=1^^/^. Thus

h M    M     h M

J   = Mo (ci Ai - 1) = Mo (Mo/«o - 1)-

Conversely, if {m«1'} defines an indeterminate Stieltjes moment problem,

the preceding shows that (3.3) still furnishes a distribution function associated

with {P„(x)|. However, the corresponding moment problem for h^M will

also be an indeterminate Stieltjes moment problem as we now show.

According to a classical criterion of Hamburger, a necessary and sufficient
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condition that the Stieltjes moment problem corresponding to a sequence of

moments {p.n\ be determined is that at least one of the definite forms

00 00

2—1 Pi+jxixj   and     ¿-i ßi+j+ixixj
i,3=0 1,3=0

be "improperly definite" (see [6, p. 75]). Applying this criterion to pH = ß^

= M¡¡+i, it follows that ^vï+j+i xixi m particular must be "properly definite."

But ^ = L^ + Jh and i$=*fi? (i>0) so that

A     h h  2 A     m
2_,   ßi+jxixj  =  J   Xo  +     2-1   Pi+jXiX3-

i,j=0 i,3—0

It follows that 2~lA+ixix3 is als0 properly definite and {¿u„} (h^M) defines

an indeterminate Stieltjes moment problem.

A simple example of the systems of polynomials discussed in Theorem 2 is

provided by Qn(x) =4~nTn(2x — 1), where Tn(x) is the Tchebichef polynomial

of the first kind(2). We have dn= 1/2, i>B+i=l/16, so by (W5),M„= 1/2 (»^0).
It can then be readily verified that corresponding to 0<ft0^l/2,

K = 2-1[»(l - 2Ao) + 1]_1[»(1 - 2Ao) + 2ho\ (n = 1, 2, • • • ),

from which the 7*, c¡¡ and X?, can easily be calculated. We omit the results but

note that for h0= M0— 1/2, we have

P"(x) = (»02[(2W)!]_1pr,r)(2x - 1) (r= 1/2),

where P£*,w(x) is the Jacobi polynomial.

We next observe a simple separation theorem for the zeros of the poly-

nomials of Theorem 2.

Theorem 3. Let h= {«„} and k={k„} (0<h0<ko) be two parameter se-

quences for {p„+i/(d„dH+y)\. Let Xn, and x*y (v= 1, ■ • • , «) denote the zeros of

Pn(x) and P„(x), respectively, ordered according to ascending magnitude. Let

y™ (v= 1, • • • , n) denote the similarly ordered zeros of Qn(x). Then we have

(3.4) 0 < xn, < xn, < yn„ < xn+x¡,+1 (v = 1, • ■ • , n).

Proof. From (2.4), it follows that Qn(x%nv) alternates in sign with Pñ+i(x„„)

and that Qn(xn+i,v) alternates in sign with P^(xJ,+li,) (i = h, k). Thus by the

classical separation theorem for the zeros of consecutive orthogonal poly-

nomials, it follows that the zeros of Qn(x) separate those of both P^(x) and

P)h-i(x). Also, <2„(xl)<0 and Qn(xin+i,n+l)>0 since xi„„<x^+1,n+1. Thus

(3.5) xny < y„ < x»+i,,+i (v = \, • • ■ , n; i = h, k).

(2) Unless otherwise noted, the notation of [9] will be used for particular classes of or-

thogonal polynomials.
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From (2.5) we have

P«(x)   -   Pn(x)   =   (72n+l  -  72n+l)6»-l(x).

By (3.1) and (Wl), yîn+i = dn(l-hn-i)>dn(l-kn-i)=yhn+i. Therefore,

P*(x*„) agrees in sign with Qn-i(xnr) which in turn agrees in sign with

Pn-ÁXnv). Hence x*„<x*„ which combined with (3.5) yields (3.4).

Remark. The conclusions concerning the mutual separation of the zeros

could also be drawn by making the observations that xQn(x) is a quasi-

orthogonal polynomial of order ra + 1 with respect to the distribution, ¿^'(x),

and that P„(x) is a quasi-orthogonal polynomial of order n with respect to the

distribution, xd\pM(x) (see [6, p. 36]).

4. Some results on chain sequences. We interrupt our study of (1.1) to

establish a few results on chain sequences which will be needed later. Through-

out this section, [an\ denotes a chain sequence with 0<o„<l, and {mn}

and {Mn} denote its minimal and maximal parameter sequences. We also

use the notation, c„l) = c„+k.

Lemma 1. For every fixed integer k^O:

(a) {a„l)} is a chain sequence and it has the parameter sequence {g„^},

where {gn} is any parameter sequence for {an} ;

(b) the maximal parameter sequence for {a„k)} is {Mnk)} ;

(c) the minimal parameters, mkn, of {ank)} satisfy mkn<mnl\

Proof, (a) is obvious ; (b) follows from (a) and (W2) ; (c) follows from (a)

and (Wl) which shows that mik)>0.

Lemma 2. Assume \an} does not determine its parameters uniquely, and let

{hn\ be any parameter sequence such that m„ ^ hn < Mn. Then limn,M mn/hn = 1.

Proof. an = (1— Mî„_i)m„ = (l— hn-X)hn, hence

5n = hn — mn = h„8„-.x + m„-XS„,

Ogín=   A„5n-l/(l   —  i»„_l)

" hi. n—1       h,

t _i 1 — mk-i *_o I — mk

Thus

0gl-^ = n —<n
hn        *=o 1 — mk       ¡fc=o 1 — hk

According to (W2), the last expression tends to zero as n—»oo which proves

the lemma.

The conclusion of Lemma 2 need not hold if h — M as (W5) shows. In-

deed, we have
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Lemma 3. lim,,..«, mn/Mn = L<l if and only if lim„<a0 Mn = M and

limnJ.M mn — m where 1/2 < M ^ 1 and m = 1 — M (hence also limn,Ma„

= (l-M)Jlf<l/4).

Proof. As in Lemma 2,

o<i-^- = g
Mn       fc=0 1 - mk

so that lim,,..«, mn/Mn = L<\ implies linu^ Mk/(i — mk) = 1 which in turn

implies lim„.M (M„+w„) = 1. This together with \imn^x mn/Mn = L implies

lim„.M Mn=(l+L)-1, limn,00m„ = L(l-f-L)-1.

The converse is obvious.

Lemma 4. lim,,..» an = a if and only if 0 = a = 1/4 fl»¿ lim,,..,«, M„

= [l + (l-4a)-1/2]/2.Moreowr,iflfo>0,/«e»limn,00wn=[l-(l-4a.)-l'2]/2.

Proof. Assume first that 0<ö<1/4 and select e>0 such that 0<a —e<

c + e<l/4. Then for k = k(e) sufficiently large,

(*)
a — e < a„    < a + e (» Ï 0).

Let ml and Ml, ml' and ili„", denote the »th minimal and maximal param-

eters, respectively, of the chain sequences, {a — «} and {ö + ej. Then by

(W3), we have

ml = mkn = ml' < Ml' = M„   = Ml (n = 0),

where mkn has the same meaning as in Lemma 1. Thus by (W5)

— {1 + [1 - 4(a - e)]1'2} = lim inf M.V è lim sup mT
2. n—>» n—»«

gy{l+[l-4(a+e)]i/2}.

Since M™ = Mn+k, it follows that limn.M Mn= [l + (l-4a)1'2]/2. Similarly,

it follows that lim,,..« mkn= [l — (1— 4a)1/2]/2. Therefore, if {a„| does not

determine its parameters uniquely (Mo>0), then {m„ } is a nonmaximal

parameter sequence for {a„} and by Lemma 2, the desired conclusion for

{m„\ follows.

The case o = 0 is handled in the same way except that a — e is replaced by

0. The case a =1/4 is similarly treated using only the inequality, 1/4 —€

<a[n), which leads to

ml = mV = MV iS [1 + (4e)1/2]/2,

from which the desired conclusion follows.
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Again, the converse is obvious.

Comparing Lemmas 3 and 4, we see that if \an} does not determine its

parameters uniquely, then

lim a„ = a g 1/4 => lim mn/Mn = L g 1        (a = L(l + L)-2),
n—»oo n—»oo

while the reverse implication holds if L<1 (a<l/4). The following example

shows that the reverse implication need not hold if L=\.

Let

fl! = 1/4,        <z2„ = (» + l)-2,        a2„+i = n(n + 2)-1 (»M).

Then

wo=0,    m2n-i = n\n2 + n + 2)~\     m2n = (n2 + n + 2)(n + ly^n + l)~2,

Mo = 1/2,    M2n-i = »(» + l)-1,    Jli2n = (n+ I)"1 («^1).

Thus limn,M mn/Mn= 1 while lim,,^ a„ does not exist.

5. On the true interval of orthogonality. We now return to the polynomials

defined by (1.1) and consider their true interval of orthogonality, (a, b).

Suppose first that a is finite. Then the polynomials defined by P„,i(x)

= Pn(x+a) are orthogonal on (0, b — a) and satisfy

Pn,l(x)   =   (X  —   Cn)Pn-\.l(x)   ~  X„Pn-2,l(x), Cn    =   C»  —  a,

so that cn>a and {X„+i/(cñc'n+x)} is a chain sequence.

Similarly, if b is finite, we consider the polynomials, P„,2(x)

= ( — l)nPn(b — x), which are orthogonal on (0, b — a), and conclude that

b>c„ and that {Xn+i/(c'n'c'„'+x)}, where c„" =b — c„, is a chain sequence.

Thus we clearly have

Lemma 5. Let (a, b) denote the true interval of orthogonality of {P„(x)|.

Then a is the maximum value of c for which cn>c and {X„+i/ [(cn — c)(cn+x — c) ]}

is a chain sequence, while b is the minimum value of d for which d>cn and

{X„+i/[(d — cn)(d — cn+x)]\ is a chain sequence. If such c (d) do not exist, then

a (b) is — oo (+ oo).

Thus, for example, (a, b) = (— oo, oo) in case either

lim sup c„ = — lim inf cn = »,
n—»ao n-»«

or
lim sup X„ = oo    and    lim inf Xn+i/(cBcn+i) > 1/4.

In the latter case, the assertion follows from (W4) and Lemma 4.

On the other hand, (a, b) is bounded if and only if both {cn} and {X„} are

bounded (as is known).

We turn now to the case where a is finite. Throughout the remainder of

this paper, the following notation will be used.
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For any number sequence {an\, a„ =an+k.

P^(x) denotes the rath polynomial satisfying (1.1) with c„ and X„ replaced

by g> and X», respectively; Pi0)(x) =P„(x). (Thus the P*'(x) are the

"numerator polynomials" [5] of the P[*-1)(x).)

(a(*)| ¿,(fc)) denotes the true interval of orthogonality of {P£>(x)} ; (a(0), ö(0))

= (a,b).

an = X„+i/(cnc„+1) ;a = {«„}.

C denotes the class of all chain sequences, \an}, such that 0<a„<l. If

&£C, then mn(b) and Mn(b) denote the wth minimal and maximal parameters

of b and we write Sn(b) = Mn(b)—mn(b).

Lemma 6. Let a£6, cn>0 (ra^l). Then

c*{l - [4a*/(S* + 4a*)]1'2} = C = a = c*,

where c* = inf {c„}, a* = sup {an}, Ö* = inf{ôn(a)}.

Proof. The inequality, a^c*, is obvious since by Lemma 5 we must have

cn>a for all ». The first inequality is also trivial if c* = 0; hence assume

c* > 0 and let

an(c) = X„+i/[(c„ — c)(cn+1 — c)], 0 = c < c*.

Then

(11                          c )
(5.1)        an(c) — an = can <-1-\--—--> .

\Cn — C Cn+1  — C \Cn   —   C)(cn+1   —   c))

A little calculation now shows that for cziC,

—2 2

an(c) — a„ = ca*(2c* - c)(c* — c)     g 5*/4,

hence

0 g On(c) g a„ + 5*/4 ga„ + «„_!(«) i„(a)/4 = ßn,

where j8»=(l-g»_i)g. and gn= (Mn+mn)/2. Thus by (W4), i«,(c)JGe for

cz%C and hence by Lemma 5, a^C.

Remark. The example, cn = k>0, Xn+1 = X&2, 0<X<l/4, shows that the

equality, a=C, is possible since we then have

a* = an = X < 1/4,        5* = (1 - 4X)1'2 (by (WS)),        C = k(l - 2X1'2),

while

P„(x) = 2-»í/„(/), f = (* - k)/(2k\^),

where Un(x) is the Tchebichef polynomial of the second kind.

Theorem 4. LetaEQ, cn>0 (w^l).

(a) If ini{cn} =0, then a = 0;
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(b) ff inf {c„} >0 and sup{c„| < oo, then a necessary and sufficient condi-

tion for a = 0 is inf {5n(a)} = 0.

7/sup{c„| = oo, 5o>0, this condition is only necessary.

Proof, (a) follows trivially from Lemma 6. Hence suppose inf {c„} > 0.

Then by Lemma 6 again, ö = 0 implies inf{5„(a)} =0.

Conversely, if inf (Sn(a¡)} =0 and sup{c„}<oo) then either ¿>o = 0, in

which case a = 0 by Theorem 1, or dn(a) >0 for all n. In the latter case, con-

sider a chain sequence, {ßn}, such that a„^j8„<l. Let ß„=(l— hn-i)h„,

ßn/dn=l + en (e„>0). By (W3), mn=mn(a) ^hnúM„(a) = M„, and we must

have

1 + e„ = (1 — hn-i)hn/[l — mn-i)mn] â hn/m„;

hence

hn

i + í»

Also,

1 + e, -  (1  - hn-l)hn/[(l   -  Mn-i)Mn]   g  (1  - A_l)/(1  -  Mn-i),

hence

«n + hn-i

Mn-i è ——- •
1  +  «n

Therefore

.  .        «i»+l + hn hn en
«»(«) è-è->

1 + «n+1 1 + «» 1  +  «»

where e„ = min(e„, e„+i). It follows that if inf {¿»„(a)} =0, then

M f-Jl-X  = inf/-*-)  = infjl -4=0.
Il + ej 11 + * J I        ftj

But by (5.1), inf{a„(c)/a„| >1 for c>0. It follows that {«„(c)} ££e for any

c>0, hence by Lemma 5, a = 0.

Remark. That the condition in (b) is not sufficient for a = 0 when sup {cn}

= oo can be seen by considering the polynomials, P„(x) = ( — l)n»!L„(x— a),

where a>0 and Ln(x) is the Laguerre polynomial. In this case, we have

a£C, lim„H.0Oo!„=l/4, so that inf{5n(a)| =0 although a>0.

Lemma 7. a(*_1)^a(i) (k^ 1). If the Hamburger moment problem associated

with \Pn(x)} is determined and if \p is the associated distribution function, the

spectrum of \p contains at most k points less than a<4) ; hence the spectrum of \p

has no limit points less than lim*..«, a(*\
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Proof. The inequality, a(t_1)^a(*), is known [5] and follows from the well

known facts that the zeros of orthogonal polynomials are interior to their

interval of orthogonality and that the zeros of P»*21(x) separate those of

P¡*_1)(x). It also follows that P^_I)(x) has at most one zero smaller than aw.

Thus P„(x) has at most k zeros less than a{k). Since for a determined moment

problem every point of the spectrum of ip is a limit point of the zeros of the

P„(x) [6, Lemma 4.3], it follows that the spectrum of \p contains at most k

points smaller than a(4).

Theorem 5. Let aE.Q, c„>0 (»èl).

If sup {cn} < oo, then a necessary and sufficient condition for the distribu-

tion function \p associated with {Pn(x)} to have a jump at 0 and be constant

on an interval (0, a'), a'>0, is

(5.2) inf{c„} > 0,       5o = 0,       infjlf"' - mXn) > 0,

where, as in Lemma 1, mxn = m„(ctm), aa)= {ai1'}.

If sup {cn} = oo and if the associated Hamburger moment problem is deter-

mined, (5.2) is sufficient but not necessary.

Proof. Let sup {cn} < oo so that (a, b) is bounded and the associated

moment problem is determined. If \p has the property stated in the theorem,

then by Theorem 1, {a„} determines its parameters uniquely; that is, 5o = 0.

Since ip is constant on (0, a'), P„(x) has at most one zero in (0, a') [9,

Theorem 3.41.2]. Hence, as in the proof of Lemma 7, the spectrum of the

distribution function, ^(1), associated with {P(l\x)} contains at most one

point less than a'. But \p and ipm cannot have a common discontinuity [l,

Theorem 3], hence it follows that a(1>>0. Then by Theorem 4(a), inffc^}

> 0, and therefore by Theorem 4(b), inf {M{„ — mXn} = 0. Since by hypothesis,

Ci>0, the necessity of (5.2) is proved.

Conversely, suppose the conditions of (5.2) are satisfied. Then by Theo-

rem 1, a = 0, and by Theorem 4, a(1>>0. Therefore, if we are dealing with a

determined Hamburger moment problem, by Lemma 7, \p must be constant

on (0, a(1)) and have a jump at 0.

Remark. If we consider a set of polynomials such as the Laguerre poly-

nomials with the interval of orthogonality translated to, say, (1, oo), then

we can construct a corresponding set of co-recursive orthogonal polynomials

whose true interval of orthogonality is (0, oo) [l ]. The associated distribution

function would then be constant on (0, 1) and have a jump at 0 and be the

solution of a determined moment problem. However, for the Laguerre poly-

nomials, and hence for the co-recursive polynomials, we have lim„.« an = 1/4

so by Lemma 4, lim„_« [M^ — mXn] = 0 which shows that the conditions of

Theorem 5 are not necessary in the case of an infinite interval.

6. Some special cases. We consider some special hypotheses on {cn} and
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{Xn} for which the associated distribution functions have denumerable

spectra. Throughout the remainder of the paper, we assume that (1.1) is

associated with a determined Hamburger moment problem and denote by ip

the corresponding distribution function which is uniquely determined up to

an arbitrary positive factor.

Theorem 6. Let a and t denote the least and greatest limit points of the

spectrum of \p. Then

a ^ lim inf c„ ¿ lim sup c„ ^ t.
n—♦« n—♦ »

Proof. Assume a and t are finite. Then given e>0, \p has only finitely

many points of increase on the complement of [a — e, T + e]. Let £i<£2< ■ ■ ■

<£p denote the points of increase (if any) of \p which are less than a — e. Then

i/y is constant on (£<, £j+J.) and (£p, a — e), hence P„(x) has at most one zero on

each of these intervals. Thus if xn,j are the zeros of P„(x) as in Theorem 3,

then since if¿ is a limit point of the zeros,

f» < Xn.i   and     lim x„ti = & (i = 1, • • • , p).
n—»oo

Thus there exists Nx = Nx(e) such that

p

(6.1) -i < Z) (*»,< - *»-!.<) < 0 (n^Ni).
f=i

If the £¿ do not exist, we take p = 0 and neglect (6.1).

Similarly, if i/- has points of increase r]q-i< ■ • ■ <t?i<»?o greater than

r + e, we conclude as before that

Xn.n-j < i)i    and     lim xn.n-¡ = Vi    (j = 0, • • ■ , q — 1),
n—> oo

and hence that there exists Ní=Ní(¿) such that

9-1

(6.2) 0 < 2 (*».»-/ - 3tv-i,»-i-/) < e (n^Ni),

where we take q = 0 and neglect (6.2) if the r/3- do not exist.

Finally, we have for n^max(Ni, JV2)

<T — €  <  #n,j>+l  < *n—l,p+l  ^ ^»,31+2 <C   ■   •   •   <  Xn—i,n—q—l < #n,n—g < T T f>

hence
n—9 n—Q—1

(6.3) o- — e <   2 *».* —   Z  #n-i,* < t + e.
k=p+l k=p+l

Combining (6.1), (6.2), and (6.3), we conclude that

(6.4) já lim inf 2„ ^ lim sup 2» ^ t,
n—»oo n—»oo
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where 2n= y,"_i x„.¿— / "I? x„_i.,. But by (1.1), the coefficient of xn~l in

P„(x) is — 2Z*=i c*> hence Sn = cn so (6.4) yields the desired result.

If a or t is infinite, the above proof requires only some notational modifi-

cation.

Theorem 7. Let limn.«X„ = 0, let a and r have the same meaning as in

Theorem 6. Then

o = lim inf cn    and    lim sup c„ = t.
n—»oo n-+oo

Proof. Suppose lim inf,,..« c„= C*> — oo. Then there exists s"^ — C* such

that cl =cn+s>0 and \\n+x/(cl c'n+x)} = (a»(-s)JGC. The corresponding

polynomials, Pn(x — s), are then orthogonal on (a-\-s, b+s) C.(0, oo) with

respect to the distribution, d\px(x)=dip(x — s). Now if lim inf„.« (cn-\-s)=0,

then by Theorem 4, o+s = 0, hence C*= — s = az%a. Otherwise, C*+s>0 and

in this case, {o£\ — s)} is a null sequence for every k. Then by Lemma 6

applied to {o£)( — s)},

(6.5) inf {(«?' + s)\6k(s) = ak) + s = inf {(<,?' + 5)},
n n

where, since we have a null sequence, 0,1(5) is an expression which tends to 1

as k—> ». Thus lim*.« a(4) = C* and by Lemma 7, C* =cr.

If lim sup„.« cn = C* < oo, we consider the chain sequence

{/\n+i/[(t — cn)(t — cn+i)]} corresponding to ypî(x)=\pi(t—x), where t is a

sufficiently large number, and conclude that ^2 has at most denumerably

many points of increase less than t—C* from which it follows that t — T

= / — C*. Thus we have

C* = o = t = C*

which combined with Theorem 6 establishes the theorem.

As an immediate corollary to Theorems 6 and 7, we have the following

result which is equivalent to a theorem of Stieltjes on continued fractions

[3, pp. 560-566], the equivalence following from the well known relation

between the continued fraction (1.2) and the distribution function for the

corresponding orthogonal polynomials. (Dickinson, Pollak and Wannier [2]

have recently given a constructive proof, without reference to continued

fractions, of a special case of the sufficiency portion of this theorem.)

Theorem [Stieltjes]. Let {Pn(x)} denote a set of orthogonal polynomials

defined by (2.3). Then a necessary and sufficient condition for the associated dis-

tribution function 0 to have a denumerable spectrum whose only limit point is 0

is lim„.«7„ = 0.

Proof. The sufficiency follows immediately from Theorem 7 by taking

c„ = 0,Xn+i = 7„+i (»2:1). To prove the necessity, we consider the polynomials,

P„(x), related to the P„(x) by (2.2). Since the spectrum of the distribution
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function associated with the P„(x) has 0 as its only limit point, we conclude

from Theorem 6 that lim,,..,» c„ = 0 from which, by (2.6), the theorem follows.

According to Theorem 7, if lim„,M cn = c (and limnH.0OX„ = 0), then the

spectrum of ^ is a denumerable set whose only limit point is c. This holds in

particular if c= oo. However, in this case we have the following more general

result.

Theorem 8. Let lim,,..«, c„= oo and lim supn~m\n+i/(cncn+i) <l/4. Then

the spectrum of yp is a denumerable set whose only limit point is oo. (As through-

out this section, we assume that the associated Hamburger moment problem is

determined.)

Proof. For a sufficiently large s, c„+s>0, a„( — s) ^r<l/4 («^ 1), where

ctn( — s) is defined as in Lemma 6. Thus by (W4) and (W5), (a„(-i)¡£e

and we have (6.5) again where by (W5) inf {dk} ̂ P>0. Then limk*.„ aik) = oo

and the theorem follows from Lemma 7.

It is interesting to compare the familiar Laguerre and Charlier poly-

nomials with the orthogonal polynomials, studied by Gottlieb [4], which

satisfy (1.1) with cn+i= (nex+n+l)(ex-iy\ Xn+i = nV(ex-l)-2 (X>0). In

the Laguerre and Charlier cases, lim„..0Oa!„=l/4 and 0, respectively, while

in the Gottlieb case, the corresponding limit is ex(ex + l)-2. Thus the "relative

growth" of the coefficients in (1.1) for the Gottlieb polynomials stands be-

tween those of the Laguerre and Charlier polynomials but, as predicted by

Theorem 8, the distribution function is similar to that of the Charlier case,

being constant except for jumps of magnitude e-x* at x = 0, 1, 2, • • • .
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